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Chapter 3101: Arrival Of The Sky Devil (1) 

Hearing that, the human soldiers were all relieved! 

In their hearts, their Team Leader was a person who could do everything and anything! 

Since Huang Yueli said she already got a plan, then there was nothing to worry about. 

Huang Yueli thought for a moment and said to Wang Yuxin, I’m preparing to head to the exterior of the 

campsite to take a look at the severity of the damage on the defense arrays. How about this, being these 

soldiers and try your best to gather Team 3 and Team 4’s members. Look for me around the gate in the 

southeast direction two hours later.” 

Wang Yuxin showed a hesitant look upon hearing that. 

“This… Team Leader, you’re going alone to restore the defense arrays? Will that be too dangerous? The 

demon tribe would have arranged for manpower near the surrounding of the arrays. If you go there 

alone, won’t you be walking into their turf?” 

Huang Yueli burst out laughing. “Am I that weak? Moreover, I’m not going there alone. Isn’t Team 

Leader Xi right here? Don’t worry, nothing will happen to me. I’m worried about the few of you instead. 

You might know how to use the formation to curb the devils, but don’t be greedy for merits and take 

unnecessary risks. Try to find everyone and come over earlier to gather.” 

“Yes! Team Leader, don’t worry!” 

The soldiers agreed one after another and turned around to leave. 

Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi continued to walk towards the place where the defense arrays were. 

The two of them were very quick and it didn’t take long before they were outside the campsite. 

Huang Yueli saw the defense array’s surrounding patterns from afar and was about to secretly run over. 

Just at this moment, Xia Yunxi grabbed her from behind. 

“Yueli, wait a minute!” 

Huang Yueli was stunned and turned back to ask, “Yunxi, what’s the matter?” 

Xia Yunxi’s expression instantly turned grave. “I suddenly feel that the situation is very bad. We’d better 

first…” 

Before she could finish her sentence, an overwhelming aura descended above the skies of the campsite 

from an unknown place. 

This was the might from a first-class top exponent. It felt as heavy as a few hundred thousand tons 

which were slowly descending from the sky… 

The tremendous pressure made the campsite’s air congeal. 

Many ordinary soldiers couldn’t take this pressure and instantly coughed up blood and fainted! 



Even Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi also felt suffocated and their heads started to throb. 

“This is… such a thick demonic qi!” Huang Yueli’s complexion turned slightly pale. 

This kind of feeling as though all her energy had been sapped dry reminded her of something similar 

that had happened not too long ago. 

After the demonic qi had reached a certain intensity, it would cause a huge amount of damage to one’s 

meridians and organs, even affecting the human’s senses! 

“Looks like a top exponent from the demon tribe has arrived!” Huang Yueli had a bad premonition. 

“Could it be that…” 

Before she could finish her sentence, a deafening voice rang from the skies. 

“Who is the human’s Commander? Quickly come out and die!” 

This voice boomed like a bolt of thunder, and the lingering sound surged on unendingly, causing the 

humans to feel giddy. 

Huang Yueli suppressed the feeling of wanting to throw up and exchanged a glance with Xia Yunxi. 

Xia Yunxi mouthed the words, “We’re done for! This person should be that Sky Devil Commander!” 

Huang Yueli also had the same thought in mind, and her heart thumped hard! 

It seemed that while they were shut inside the camp, the demon tribe decided to take the proactive 

strategy and attack. They had been sending spies around the campsite’s surroundings to observe the 

situation. 
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Once the devils found the loophole in their defense, they grabbed the opportunity and mobilized their 

forces! 

Even their Commanding Officer also came personally! 

They were set on eliminating all the human practitioners in the entire campsite tonight! 

The other party had made such detailed preparations and attacked them with their full forces. However, 

the humans were unprepared so it would be a wonder if the devils don’t succeed… 

Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi were feeling very grave, but they hid carefully. They don’t dare to show 

themselves at all. 

A Sky Devil early-phase was equivalent to a human’s Dao Profound Realm early-phase practitioner. That 

Sky Devil’s cultivation was greater than them by two huge realms. It could be said that he was already a 

first-class top exponent in God Realm. 

This devil was someone that they couldn’t afford to offend! 

Luckily, from the moment the Sky Devil appeared, his target had always been Li Yukun. So he couldn’t be 

bothered with two humans in the Dream Profound Realm practitioners like them at all. 



“Lowly human, aren’t you coming out to meet your doom? If you still don’t come out, don’t blame me 

for being unrestrained!” 

The tall devil floated in mid-air and his body was shrouded with thick demonic qi. It seemed as though 

he was enveloped in black smoke, and it was very hard to see his true countenance. 

Huang Yueli’s soul trace was very powerful and she spent a great deal of effort before she managed to 

see this practitioner. 

Xia Yunxi once said that the demon tribe practitioners’ looks and abilities were compatible. Those strong 

practitioners who could reach the Sky Devil grade had outstanding looks. 

From the looks of it now, this sentence was indeed true. 

This Sky Devil might be good-looking, but his good looks still lacking, if compared to her husband. 

Huang Yueli’s gaze swept past his face. She instantly frowned and started to think. 

Li Yukun still hadn’t appeared until now. No one knew if he was injured or if he had gone into hiding. 

Now that the campsite was surrounded, it wasn’t strange if the Commander-in-chief had escaped. 

But if Li Yukun didn’t appear, no one knew what the demon tribe would do. 

“Should Yunxi and I leave this place first and lay low for a while?” 

Huang Yueli thought silently and turned to look at Xia Yunxi. 

The latter seemed as though she had guessed Huang Yueli’s thoughts, and shook her head silently. 

Huang Yueli’s brows rose and she was just about to ask. 

But just at this moment, a burst of Profound Energy exploded from the centre of the campsite! 

This thunder attributed Profound Energy shot up in the sky as a bolt of blinding lightning appeared 

instantly above the campsite! 

Following a loud explosion, many devils fell to the ground and turned into charred corpses. 

As for Huang Yueli, they found themselves loosening up. It was because the thunder attributed Profound 

Energy contained purification function and dispelled a portion of the Sky Devil’s demonic qi. It also 

lessened the pressure which the humans in the campsite had to tolerate. 

After the lightning dispersed, Li Yukun appeared in the center of the campsite. 

The Sky Devil’s gaze flickered and landed on him. “You’re this campsite’s Commanding Officer?” 

Before Li Yukun could reply, he immediately snorted disdainfully. “Weak! You’re simply too weak! 

Doesn’t the God Clans have anyone else? A weakling like you can also take up the position of Divine 

Lieutenant! No wonder all of you can only become the ingredients for the demon tribe’s blood pills!” 

Hearing that, all the practitioners in the campsite appeared indignant. 

However, none of them dared to voice out their complaints! 



Li Yukun’s face did not show any expression. He merely spoke in a calm and steady tone, “My rank of 

Divine Lieutenant in the allied armies is originally very low.” 
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The Sky Devil took a brief look at him and laughed loudly, “You might be a piece of trash, but you do 

understand yourself well! Since you’re so tactful, I will give you another chance. Lead your soldiers here 

and quickly surrender to save my effort. I can let you die a quick death!” 

When he said that, some of the allied armies’ soldiers couldn’t take it and started to shout. 

“Damn devil, even if we die, we will absolutely not surrender to you!” 

“That’s right, we will not surrender!” 

“We still don’t know who will be the ones to die! We will definitely chase you mutants out of God 

Realm!” 

The allied armies’ practitioners might have their personal motives, but when it came to a life-

threatening moment, the majority of them still exercised their pride as military officers. 

The more important thing was that everyone was well aware that the demon tribe was vicious and 

ruthless. Even if they surrendered, they still wouldn’t be able to escape the fate of death. In that case, 

rather than being labeled as someone who surrendered, they would rather take the chance and fight. At 

least, they would be labeled as a warrior after they died! 

Hearing the human soldiers’ shouts, Li Yukun’s expression changed. 

“Shut—” 

Before he could finish his sentence, the Sky Devil had already waved his right hand. 

A black demonic qi resembling tiny needles flew out and pierced through the chests of those few 

soldiers who just spoke! 

“Pfft—!” 

The few of them threw up a mouthful of blood and their faces instantly turned as black as coal, as they 

lay dead on the ground. 

Li Yukun also made his move instantly to block off the Sky Devil’s attack. But the disparity of cultivations 

between the two of them and adding on to the fact that the Sky Devil made a move first, the former 

wasn’t able to save those soldiers’ lives. 

Seeing the unresigned look in those soldiers’ eyes, Li Yukun’s expression instantly turned cold. 

“What’s your name?” 

“You’re asking This Commander?” The Sky Devil sneered, “Based on your cultivation, you have no right 

to know This Commander’s name! But This Commander will make an exception and tell you. I am Rui 

Xuan! And I’m from one of the eight aristocratic families! It’s your honor for a trash like you to die in my 

hands!” 



“Rui Xuan?” Huang Yueli mumbled this name softly, as she delved into her thoughts. 

Xia Yunxi lowered her voice and said, “The Rui family is a true blue powerful leader in the demon tribe 

and their statuses are on par with the god clans! No wonder he’s still so young but already in the Sky 

Devil stage.” 

Huang Yueli suddenly understood and said, “Then the Sky Devil end-phase devil that is in closed door 

cultivation, the one called Rui Ze, is also from the Rui family?” 

“I think most probably!” Xia Yunxi nodded. 

Just as they were conversing in a low voice, Sky Devil Rui Xuan and Li Yukun were also approaching each 

other in the center of the campsite. 

When they were only twenty meters away from each other, they stopped in their tracks. 

At the same time, their auras rose swiftly! 

The Heaven and Earth Profound Qi were drawn to them and appeared in the shape of a vortex, swiftly 

gathering towards the center of the campsite! 

Those allied armies’ soldiers and devils standing around were affected by it and all of them revealed 

pained expressions as they started to back off. 

Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi’s cultivation was much higher than theirs. Although they didn’t feel very 

comfortable, they were still able to endure it. 

Huang Yueli looked at Xia Yunxi and said, “It looks like the battle between the Sky Devil Rui Xuan and our 

Divine Lieutenant is unavoidable!” 

Xia Yunxi spoke with a grave expression, “Divine Lieutenant is the Commander-in-chief here. Even if he 

knows that he will lose, there is no way for him to evade the battle!” 
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“Things are… going to be troublesome this time!” Huang Yueli’s brows were tightly knitted as she 

started to feel uneasy. 

The current situation was very obvious. The demon tribe mobilized their whole army and the Sky Devil 

Commanding Officer, Rui Xuan personally joined in the battle. 

As the Commanding Officer for this campsite, Li Yukun was also the one with the highest cultivation. So 

his only choice was to meet with the enemy’s challenge directly! 

But the disparity between their abilities was so obvious. There was no possibility that Li Yukun would 

possibly win. 

Perhaps, after they fought for a few rounds, Li Yukun might be killed! 

If he were to die, this campsite would completely lose its backbone. Those few Commanders wouldn’t 

be able to command these human soldiers at all. 



By then, the entire campsite would be turned into a mess, and all the soldiers would scutter 

everywhere. They wouldn’t be able to combine their forces and the result would end up being killed by 

the demon tribe!” 

This stronghold would be wiped out! 

“Looks like this is the catastrophe for our campsite…” Xia Yunxi’s voice sounded a little errant. 

But just before Huang Yueli could ask, Li Yukun and Rui Xuan started to exchange blows! 

A bolt of lightning descended from the sky and clashed against Rui Xuan’s surrounding demonic qi! 

A powerful explosion was caused by the impact which made the ground shake continuously. The ground 

under the soldiers’ feet started to shatter, forming crevices! 

Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi evaded the surrounding flying rocks and looked up into the sky. 

This was Huang Yueli’s first time seeing a Sky Devil grade devil making his move. 

Rui Xuan’s body was like a black hole, which continuously sucked in the surrounding energy. 

Strand after strand of black demonic qi was pulled from the air, gathering in his palm! 

If it was said the demonic qi that ordinary devils used was similar to a kind of black smoke, then the 

demonic qi that Rui Xuan gathered had already congealed into a black liquid substance whereby it’s 

impossible to see through it with the naked eye! 

Li Yukun was from the Cloudy Qilin Clan so he was also a thunder attribute practitioner like Li Moying. 

Huang Yueli wasn’t very well-versed in thunder attribute. But as she had seen Li Moying making his 

moves multiple times, she could tell something from it as well. 

Li Yukun’s cultivation was much higher than Li Moying’s. Hence the Heaven and Earth thunder attributed 

Profound Qi that he gathered was actually very powerful. 

But unlike Li Moying, he couldn’t release the might within totally. In fact, he could only display 70% of 

the power! 

Under the impending pressure of the demon tribe’s top exponent, Li Yukun’s defeat was becoming very 

obvious. He went through perilous moments, and there were a few times when he almost died! 

If it wasn’t because of the mid grade Holy Armament armor that he was wearing, he would have died 

long ago! 

The more Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi looked, the graver their feelings were. 

It seemed that Li Yukun losing this battle was unavoidable! 

The moment he fell, this campsite… 

Could it be that they could only choose to escape during this current chaotic moment? 

Huang Yueli narrowed her eyes and her thoughts swiftly raced. Suddenly her eyes lit up and she 

stretched out to grab Xia Yunxi’s wrist. 



“Yunxi, come with me!” 

Xia Yunxi was stunned. “Where are you going? It’s very dangerous right now. If we don’t hide well, we 

might be killed at any moment!” 

When two first-class top exponents exchanged blows, if one was hit by the dispersed remnant energy, 

one would either be injured or die! 
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“I know it’s very dangerous, but if we don’t take action, this campsite will really be finished!” Huang 

Yueli frowned. 

Xia Yunxi stared at her and asked in surprise, “Why? You thought of a way to save all of us?” 

Huang Yueli nodded slightly. “It’s just an idea! Earlier when we first came, we once saw the mechanisms 

around the campsite releasing a huge amount of energy to defeat the devil army who came to attack us. 

Do you still remember that?” 

Xia Yunxi nodded. “Of course I do! This mechanism and the defense array work together. As long as 

there is sufficient energy, it would be able to deal a certain amount of damage to a Sky Devil grade 

devil!” 

Saying that, she suddenly understood what Huang Yueli meant. “You are thinking… of using this 

mechanism to attack that Sky Devil, and help Divine Lieutenant?” 

“Yes.” Huang Yueli nodded. 

Xia Yunxi hurriedly said, “You… you probably aren’t aware that it is not possible! When that mechanism 

was set up, the direction had been fixed. So that means the direction of attack is aimed only at the 

exterior of the campsite!” 

Huang Yueli smiled and said, “That’s not a problem, right? As long as we make the mechanism change its 

direction, wouldn’t that do?” 

Xia Yunxi said in shock, “You only checked the array once. Are you sure you can turn the mechanism 

around? The allied armies’ arrays and mechanisms are extremely complicated. Ordinary Sky Gem 

Grandmasters also find it hard to grasp!” 

Huang Yueli replied, “Of course, I have some certainty. No matter what, we don’t have any other way, so 

shouldn’t we give it a try?” 

However, Xia Yunxi’s worries were still not eradicated. She thought for a moment and said, “Even if you 

manage to turn the mechanism’s direction, Divine Lieutenant is currently engaged in a battle with the 

Sky Devil and they keep moving around. How are you going to aim at them? A slight deviation might just 

kill Divine Lieutenant instead!” 

Hearing that, Huang Yueli’s brows also creased. Apparently, she was posed with a difficult question. 

“What you said is logical, but… there’s no point to say all these right now. Surely we can’t stay here and 

be sitting ducks, right? Let’s take a look first then decide!” 



“Alright then, let’s hurry!” 

The two of them came to an agreement and didn’t dare to delay any time. They instantly got up from 

their hiding spot and continued to move towards the array. 

Their positions were relatively near to where Li Yukun and Rui Xuan were engaged in battle. They were 

merely 500 meters away from them. 

Under the impact, the Heaven and Earth Profound Qi from the ground causing it to shake continuously. 

Many soldiers from both the humans and demon tribe fell to the ground beside them. 

Both of them used all their means and their best Profound Skill to safely avoid those shattered rocks. 

Finally, the two of them arrived at the high platform where the defensive array was. 

Sky Devil Rui Xuan had already made pre-emptive measures and arranged a team of devil soldiers 

waiting near the array. 

But these devil soldiers were impacted by the remnant energies and were pretty disheveled. 

Seeing two human practitioners suddenly popping up, the devils instantly rushed upwards and swung 

their swords to slash them! 

“Damn human, what are you doing here?” 

“Stop talking rubbish, just slash them!” 

Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi let out a sneer at the same time. 

They were people with swift reactions, and it only took them a turn to easily avoid the devil’s attacks. 

However, they were not interested in fighting. The two of them quickly jumped into the air, stepped on 

the devil’s head, and leaped onto the high platform! 
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On the high platform, there was a circular stockade and the array was encircled within. 

Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi did a flip and jumped in with ease. 

Huang Yueli immediately ran towards the center of the array and shouted as she ran. 

“Yunxi, I’m leaving you to deal with those devils! I’m going to start restoring and adjusting the array 

now. Please hang on! I’m depending on you!!” 

Xia Yunxi had just landed on the ground and when she heard Huang Yueli saying such unreliable words, 

she almost flew into a rage! 

“W… What? How do you expect me to ward off so many devils by myself??” 

Those devils who were at the bottom of the platform protecting the array were an entire team of more 

than thirty people. There were even three Earth Devils in the team! 



Xia Yunxi’s battle power might be good, but facing the encirclement of so many devils simultaneously. If 

she could choose, she would definitely make the wise decision to escape… 

Huang Yueli shouted back, “You can do it, I believe in you!!” 

Saying that, she bent down, took out a big pile of materials and magical beast cores, and started to 

restore the array. 

Xia Yunxi’s face turned green, but at this moment, she had no other choice! 

The entire campsite’s hope of survival was dependent on Huang Yueli right now. As long as she could 

quickly adjust the array and restore the mechanism to help Li Yukun defeat Sky Devil Ruixuan, the allied 

armies’ campsite would be saved. 

Thinking of this, Xia Yunxi stopped grumbling and braced herself for it! 

Luckily, the exterior of the array was blocked by the tall fence. The only entrance had been blocked by 

Huang Yueli, so if the devils wanted to come in and capture them, the only way was to jump past the 

fencing. 

This gave Xia Yunxi some buffer. 

She stood below the fence and held her thin, long, flexible sword tightly. 

The moment the devils popped up from the fence, she would execute her best Profound Skill and attack 

them ruthlessly. She had to make sure she injured the devil who popped up in the shortest amount of 

time, making them fall off the high platform! 

Huang Yueli might put things across in a relaxed manner, but she wasn’t feeling that assured at all. 

Initially, when she was restoring the array, she would be distracted to take a look at Xia Yunxi’s situation 

in dealing with the devils. 

But after some time, she realized that Xia Yunxi’s skills were even better than what she had imagined! 

Especially her speed, it was simply as swift as lightning. From the way she ran from end to end, stabbing 

every single devil, it only took her a few seconds to run back… 

This speed! 

It simply wasn’t something that an Earth attributed practitioner could attain! 

The devils fell to the ground consecutively as waves of miserable groans were heard from the bottom of 

the platform. 

Huang Yueli took a short look and was assured. Then she started to concentrate on the work on hand. 

Outside the campsite, those arrays and mechanisms which were set up were secrets of the allied armies. 

Other than the army’s assigned Array Master and Spiritual Armament Masters who held ranks, outsiders 

couldn’t get a copy of the blueprint at all. 

It was Huang Yueli’s first time coming into contact after arriving at this campsite. So there were many 

areas that she couldn’t fully comprehend. 



But at this juncture, there wasn’t much time for her to think over it in detail. 

Huang Yueli took out her array board which she brought from Soaring Heavens Continent and swiftly 

calculated and deduced in her mind! 

As the array was rather complex, the time she spent calculating was very long. 

Huang Yueli sat in the middle of the array with her eyes tightly shut. Beads of sweat were continuously 

dripping onto the ground. 
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“Huang Yueli, are you done yet?!” 

Xia Yunxi’s flabbergasted voice was heard coming from the other end of the high platform. 

She managed to use her speed to throw the majority of the devils down the platform. 

But the devils were muscular and burly, so falling from this height wouldn’t make them die. In fact, they 

wouldn’t even be injured. 

As long as they rest for a little while, they would be able to resume their activities. 

Hence, no matter how hard she tried to knock them down, it wouldn’t take long before they climb up 

once again! 

In this way, Xia Yunxi was so tired that her forehead was drenched with sweat. But the number of 

enemies did not decrease at all! 

The worse of all was that the three Earth Devils who were standing behind those ordinary devil soldiers 

couldn’t be bothered to attack at all. After waiting for some time, they finally lost their patience and 

personally climbed the high platform themselves. 

Xia Yunxi was strained from running around and she slowly started to collapse… 

Huang Yueli was originally fully concentrated on calculation and her soul trace had already entered a 

special state. 

Upon hearing Xia Yunxi’s cry, her body shook! 

Immediately following that, a few spiderweb-like cracks appeared from the middle of the array board 

that Huang Yueli was holding. In the end, it shattered completely. 

Huang Yueli was stunned and instantly stood up. 

“Almost, I’m almost done! Persist a little longer!” She raised her voice and shouted. 

Xia Yunxi clenched her teeth and screamed, “Persist? Why don’t you come and try persisting for 

yourself! If this continues, the both of us will die here!” 

“Alright, alright, don’t be so hasty. I’m going… going to be done immediately!” 

As Huang Yueli spoke, her fingers were swiftly moving as she restarted to draw the surrounding array 

patterns. 



Although she hadn’t fully comprehended the mechanism, she had already grasped the core of it. She 

only needed to make some last-minute changes and that wasn’t something especially difficult to do. 

Her speed of drawing the array pattern was swift as her ten slender fingers weaved gestures 

continuously, leaving remnant images! 

Just as Xia Yunxi was on the verge of collapse, Huang Yueli finally placed the last piece of beast core in a 

suitable position. 

“Phew— finally, it’s finally done!” Huang Yueli heaved a long sigh of relief. 

When Xia Yunxi heard that, she hurriedly said, “Since it’s done, come over here quickly and help!” 

Huang Yueli moved instantly and dashed right next to Xia Yunxi’s side. 

Not long after, before she struck the devils, the earth suddenly emitted a vigorous tremor again! 

This tremor was much more serious than the previous few times! 

Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi couldn’t even stand firm and fell to the ground on their butts! 

Those devils who were climbing the fence were shaken and crashed heavily on the ground. 

A black vortex appeared in Sky Devil Rui Xuan’s palm. It grew bigger and bigger and floated in mid-air. 

In comparison, Li Yukun’s current was evidently becoming dimmer. 

It was apparent that Li Yukun’s Profound Energy was almost exhausted and he couldn’t hold on to such a 

strong intensity battle any longer! 

The minute Li Yukun’s Profound Energy was depleted, he would no longer be able to use the power of 

the mid grade Holy Armament that he was wearing. Then he would not be able to take on the blow from 

Rui Xuan! 

Huang Yueli saw that and couldn’t be bothered to think about anything else. She hastily ran back. 

“No, it’s too late. We must immediately activate the mechanism! Yunxi, persist just a little longer!” 

“Alright!” 

Xia Yunxi grabbed her soft sword tightly and the gaze in her clear eyes became profound and resolute! 
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She knew clearly that this was the most crucial timing! 

The demon tribe seemed to have noticed this as well. After a short moment of silence, all of them 

scuttered up and attacked the high platform ferociously. 

Xia Yunxi narrowed her eyes slightly as she chanted a mnemonic gesture. 

Immediately following that, eight shadow clones instantly appeared! 

Every single shadow clone looked no different from her real self. Even the Profound Energy might that 

emanated from her was exactly the same! 



This scene stunned Huang Yueli so much that she almost destroyed the mechanism due to the 

distraction! 

Eight Xia Yunxi’s simultaneously drew out their swords and the glint from the blades made one’s eyes go 

blurry. It weaved into a dense netting and successfully blocked all the devils outside! 

Huang Yueli couldn’t help but sigh. She didn’t expect Xia Yunxi to have so many secrets, whose ability 

had simply surpassed Huang Yueli’s imagination! 

But Huang Yueli knew that Xia Yunxi’s consumption of Profound Energy for such an esteemed Profound 

Skill was huge and she probably wouldn’t last for long. Hence there wouldn’t be a lot of time to spare. 

Huang Yueli hurriedly recollected her concentration and sped up her actions. 

In the center of the campsite, Li Yukun and the Sky Devil’s battle had entered the last stage. 

Li Yukun’s energy was depleted and sweat drenched his entire shirt. There were injuries of various sizes 

and blood kept spilling out from those wounds. 

Even the Holy Armament armor that he wore was so damaged that it would be difficult to guarantee his 

safety. 

Sky Devil Rui Xuan was also slightly injured, but as compared with Li Yukun, that injury was negligible! 

“Tsk tsk, trash will be trash! Even if you wore such a high-tiered armor, you’d still die in my hands. I’m 

going to draw away your blood essence very soon! Although you might be a little trashy, you are a 

practitioner in the Heart Profound Realm end-phase. After my brother takes in your blood essence, his 

advancement will definitely be much smoother!” 

Rui Xuan chuckled as he went closer. 

Li Yukun shut his eyes hopelessly, as though he had already given up resisting. 

Now that things had come to this, he had already given his best effort. But there was no way to 

replenish the disparity in abilities at all. 

He could feel that his meridians had been invaded by large amounts of demonic qi and his body senses 

were gradually turning numb… 

To a practitioner, this was a fatal effect! 

He could no longer persist on… 

He thought silently, “It doesn’t matter if I died. From the day I joined the allied armies, I was already 

prepared to sacrifice myself on the frontlines.” 

“But there are so many humans and god clan practitioners in the campsite!” 

“They are all so young and for some of them, this is their first time battling with the demon tribe. They 

still hold so many beautiful wishes to accumulate sufficient military merits and become their family’s 

pride!” 

“Alas, they are all going to die here as well…” 



Rui Xuan also sensed that victory was right before him and he couldn’t suppress the excited feeling in his 

heart. 

He didn’t bother wasting any time and raised both hands to gather all the surrounding demonic qi. 

Forming a huge, black sword, he swung it down towards Li Yukun’s head! 

Li Yukun remained immobile, as though he was disheartened. 

However… 

A loud “boom” exploded in the sky! 

Li Yukun was sent flying by the tremendous impact caused by the explosion, spitting out blood in mid-air 

as he crashed heavily on the ground. 

His entire body was in extreme pain, but he was amazed to find out that— he wasn’t dead! 
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“What’s going on?” 

“Could it be that the devil had a chance of heart and decided to let him off?” 

Li Yukun hurriedly opened his eyes, bore with the pain, and looked at the sky. 

He saw the huge sword which was gathered based on the black demonic qi dissipating after crashing 

with a ball of silver energy… 

Not only that, Sky Devil Rui Xuan even suffered the backlash from his demonic qi. He was pushed back 

continuously for more than a dozen steps before he barely stopped and steadied his footing. 

He stared at the black demonic qi in disbelief, and he was filled with shock and fury! 

Rui Xuan lifted his head and shouted angrily, “Who’s that! How dare you sneak an attack on me? Quickly 

show yourself—!!” 

However, no one in the entire campsite responded to him. 

“Show yourself, show yourself right now—!” 

Rui Xuan shouted sternly and at the same time, using his ability to look in the direction where the ball of 

silver energy appeared. 

Li Yukun also came back to his senses and his heart pounded, as he thought inwardly. 

“This mixture of Heaven and Earth Profound Qi looked very familiar. It was shot from the southeast 

direction, could it be…” 

“How is that possible??” 

Before Li Yukun or Rui Xuan could comprehend the situation, another ball of silver light suddenly lit up 

from the high platform on the southeast corner! 



This burst of energy was like an electric current, carrying an astonishing impact. It traveled at the speed 

of lightning and descended on Rui Xuan’s head! 

Rui Xuan attempted to block it but his reaction was a little too slow, hence he couldn’t block it at all. 

The silver light and demonic qi clashed against each other once again! 

The demonic qi dissipated even faster, and Rui Xuan fell to the ground. He even spat out a mouthful of 

blood! 

But after this time, Rui Xuan managed to find the origin of that silver energy! 

Sky Devil Rui Xuan was hopping mad after being injured seriously consecutively, and he was on the 

verge of blowing up. He forcibly executed a demon tribe’s ultimate skill and suppressed the internal 

injury. After that, he stood upright and rushed ferociously towards the high platform in the southeast 

direction! 

“Damn human scum, all you know is to hide in a corner and sneak an attack! I will tear you apart! I will 

throw you into the pill furnace and refine you into a blood devil pill!” 

The blood devil pill was a kind of demonic sorcery that made the human tremble with fright. 

The blood pill was refined using a practitioner’s blood essence, whereas the blood devil pill was refined 

by throwing a live human into the pill furnace. Using a deviant flame, they would slowly refine that live 

human being slowly into a puddle of blood, then concealed into a pill! 

Very few devils within the demon tribe were able to do this kind of sorcery. 

Rui Xuan was apparently pushed to the verge of insanity by that person who attacked him! 

Seeing this, the campsite’s humans were scared witless! 

Li Yukun also kept chanting non-stop in his mind. “Quickly activate the array, activate it once more, and 

injure this Sky Devil so badly that he loses his battle power!” 

“Just once more will do!” 

But the person in the array didn’t seem to sense everyone’s anxiety, or perhaps that person had freaked 

out. 

Seeing Rui Xuan about to jump in front of the high platform, the array still didn’t light up! 

“What’s going on?? Who’s inside the array? Quickly, quickly activate the array!!” 

Li Yukun couldn’t help but scream as well. But the southeast corner remained silent. 

… 

On the high platform, after two consecutive attacks, Huang Yueli suddenly frowned and stopped. 

Due to the two continuous explosion impacts, the devils on the fence had basically all fallen to the 

ground. 

Chapter 3110: Who’s In The Array? (2) 



Xia Yunxi heaved a sigh of relief and sat limply on the ground. 

She originally thought that Huang Yueli was done restoring the array and this battle should have come 

to an end. 

Whoever knew that after two consecutive attacks, Huang Yueli stopped. 

Seeing the furious Sky Devil Rui Xuan almost reaching them, Xia Yunxi couldn’t take it any longer. 

“Yueli, you… why are you still in a daze? Quick! Activate the mechanism again? Otherwise, all our efforts 

will be wasted!” 

Huang Yueli smiled bitterly. “This… I also want to activate the mechanism, but I didn’t bring enough 

magical beast cores…” 

Activating a mechanism that could injure a Sky Devil grade top exponent severely required an 

astonishing amount of energy! 

Even if Huang Yueli carried a lot of crystal jades, she didn’t expect herself to need so many magical beast 

cores all of a sudden. So she didn’t gather it beforehand. 

Those left in her interspatial ring were obtained from Soaring Heavens Continent when she hunted and 

killed those ninth tiered magical beasts! 

Lower Realm magical beasts’ abilities were far off from God Realm’s spirit beasts, and the amount of 

energy contained in their magical beast cores was extremely pathetic. 

Although Huang Yueli had already taken out all her magical beast cores, these cores were completely 

depleted after just two attacks! 

The speed of consumption was so fast that Huang Yueli had not expected it at all. 

But she couldn’t be bothered about the number of magical beast cores that she had to offer. Because 

the biggest problem on hand now was that the array couldn’t be activated. Moreover, Sky Devil Rui 

Xuan hadn’t even been dealt with a fatal blow yet! 

On the contrary, he was thoroughly enraged and was about to rip them to pieces! 

Based on Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi’s abilities, they wouldn’t be able to fight against a Sky Devil. 

Huang Yueli was a little stunned. In a second, multiple ideas flashed past her mind, but none of it were 

realistic. So the best idea for them now… was to slip away and escape for their lives! 

Xia Yunxi couldn’t help but glower at her upon hearing that. 

“It’s just two attacks and you don’t have enough magical beast cores?? Didn’t you take out one whole 

pile just now? Why didn’t you say so earlier!” 

As Xia Yunxi ridiculed her, the former grabbed a handful of magical beast cores and throw them towards 

Huang Yueli. 

“Quick, quick, quick! These magical beast cores should be more than enough for you to use!” Xai Yunxi 

urged. 



Huang Yueli looked down and her eyes instantly lit up! 

Those magical beast cores that Xia Yunxi gave were from God Realm’s spirit beasts. Moreover, the grade 

of those was very high! 

“Wow, you’re really rich! These magical beast cores aren’t cheap, eh?” 

Huang Yueli might be saying that, but her hands were not staying still at all. She instantly placed those 

magical beast cores on their mechanisms’ core positions. 

“Lowly human! It’s time for you to die—!! You dare to injure me, I’ll make sure your life is turned into a 

living hell!” 

Sky Devil Rui Xuan was just several hundred meters away from them. 

He lifted his hand, and a ray of demonic qi swiftly crashed onto the fence outside the high platform! 

Rui Xuan didn’t want to kill those two humans so easily. He wanted to crush them, then capture them 

and slowly torture them. 

Xia Yunxi’s breathing almost stopped as she looked at Huang Yueli arranging the magical beast cores 

with widened eyes. 

The speed of those slender fingers was so fast that it made her eyes blurry! 

Huang Yueli’s forehead was filled with sweat. Under this kind of life-threatening situation, the speed of 

her movements was raised to the maximum! 

Finally, just as the high platform was completely swallowed by the demonic qi, she successfully activated 

the mechanism! 

“Rumble—” 

 


